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Peter Dickinson
• Business & Digital Coach

• MBA / Chartered ICT Professional

• Founder & Managing Director, KUB Ltd – Coaching 
& Digital Marketing Agency

• Joined by Charleh Dickinson in 2014 ago to grow 
the agency

• Worked with over 500 companies across a wide 
range of sectors over nearly 20 years.

• Working with technology since 1984

• 30,000 connections on LinkedIn



Housekeeping
• Run in Speaker view during the presentation 

and Gallery view during the interactive 

sessions at the end

• Use mute when not talking

• Ask questions through chat

• Keep your video on if you want to participate.

• Switch off if you don’t want to be recorded.



• Compete in the digital world

• Build on your knowledge

• Solve digital marketing problems

• Build a community to support marketing

Purpose

We believe the future is through 
collaboration



• Free Wednesday Workshops (11-12am)

• Free Marketing Community with free online marketing 

courses & forums

• Paid Membership support programmes

• App for developing Marketing Strategy & Costed 

Implementation (February launch)

• Marketing Strategy Development & Implementation 

Planning Consultancy

We can help, no matter what your 

budget/ambitions/stage of growth

Vision2Success



hub.vision2success.co



Free Online Courses



Drive Sales with Digital 
Marketing

• Available on Amazon

• 60,000 words

• 3 chapters on the overall process

• 7 chapters on practical application

Vision2Success.co
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Introduction to Marketing Strategy 
for Business Owners
In the ever more complex and dynamic world we live in, the process 

of developing strategy has to be linked to implementation. This is 

because what may have worked yesterday may no longer be 

applicable today and can affect your whole approach to marketing.



What’s Covered in the Workshop
• What is a marketing strategy?

• What is going to impact your strategy?

• What is your strategy going to be?

• Who are you selling to and what do they really want? 

• Developing your value proposition

• Capturing your story & developing your message

• The customer journey

• Your marketing eco-system



What is a Marketing Strategy?



Purpose of a 
Marketing Strategy

A marketing strategy helps a business to 

concentrate its scarce resources on the best 

possible opportunities to increase the sales.

This means staying focussed on the things 

that matter.



What is a Marketing 
Strategy?

• Long-term plan for achieving a 
company's goals by understanding the 
needs of customers and creating a 
distinct and sustainable competitive 
advantage. 

• Includes everything from determining who 
your customers are to deciding what 
channels you use to reach those 
customers.



Marketing Strategy Components



Why Develop a Strategy?
The World has changed:

• Non-networked world - Push / Production Led – goods were 
manufactured and then advertised.

• Web Amplifies Pull / Demand Led – customers search for 
exactly what they want, when they want it.

• Customer has the power 

The instinct when growing a business is to rely on push but the 
reality is that you need to be tuned into what customers are 
searching for so that they BUY from you rather than you SELL to 
them.



Start With Why - Simon Sinek



Actions
Write down:
• What do you want to achieve in 3 & 10 

years time?
• Describe what your business will be doing.
• Who are your most profitable customers? 

Can you accurately describe them?
• What can you change in the way you 

work in your sector that adds more value 
for the customer without increasing costs?



What is Going to Impact your 
Marketing Strategy?



What’s Happening Around You?



Where Are The Opportunities?

Porter’s 5 forces Analysis



Competitive Checklist
• How competitive is your marketplace?

• Do customers find you or do you find them?

• Do you have a dedicated sales and marketing team, or do 

you get referrals by word and mouth?

• Are your competitors failing or getting bought out (I.e., is 

market consolidation happening)?

• How good are your competitors at digital marketing and sales 

& marketing as a whole?



SWOT Analysis



Blue Ocean 
Strategy

(Kim, W. Chan, 
Mauborgne, Renee)

Redefine the Market



Redefine the Market

● Compete in existing markets
● Beat the competition
● Exploit existing demand
● Make value-cost trade-off
● Align the whole system of a firm’s 

activities with its strategic choice of 
differentiation or low cost

● Create uncontested market space
● Make competition irrelevant
● Create and capture new demand
● Break the value-cost trade off
● Align whole system of a firm’s activities 

to be differentiated & low cost



Blue Ocean Strategy



Strategy Canvas



Actions
Write down the impact, positive or negative: 
• Political 
• Economic
• Social
• Technological
• Threat of New Entrants
• Existing Competition
• Bargaining power of customers & 

suppliers
• Threat of substitution



What is Your Strategy 
Going To Be?



Approach to Growing Sales?

Ansoff Matrix



Product Life Cycle

Rogers’s 
Innovation 
Curve



Which Products 
or Services 
Generate 

Cash/Growth?

Boston Group Matrix



Boston Matrix 
Maps onto 
Product Life 

Cycle



Segmentation-Positioning-Targeting



STP:  Example
Example: business selling marketing services to larger businesses:

Segmentation: Medium sized businesses that need to use the services 
of a marketing agency based in the UK.

Positioning: Work with businesses who respect quality & prepared to 
pay for it & so your message needs to resonate with that audience.

Targeting: There may be a specific market sector like medical, 
technology based businesses where there are more companies that 
fit your profile and so you may focus your marketing on those sectors.



Actions
• How are you going to drive growth:

- Sell more to existing customers?
- Develop new products/services for 

existing customers?
- Find new markets for your existing 

products/ services?
- Develop new products/services for new 

markets?

• Which products/services are you going to 
focus on? (Which will drive growth, and which 
will contribute cash?)



Who are you selling to and 
what do they really want? 



Who Makes 
the Buying 
Decision?



Understanding Your Customer



Empathy Canvas - Example



Combined 
Buyer Persona/

Empathy 
Canvas



Example 
Combined 

Buyer Persona/ 
Empathy 
Canvas



Actions
In a document, capture:
• Prospect Title
• Size
• Market Sectors
• Task/Desires
• Values & Goals
• Influences
• Messaging Strategy
• Challenges
• Motivators
• Differentiation



Developing your Value 
Proposition



What is a Value 
Proposition?

A value proposition tells prospects why 

they should do business with you rather 

than your competitors and makes the 

benefits of your products or services 

crystal clear from the outset.



UBER
• The Smartest Way to Get Around

• Slogan. Tap the app, get a ride

• Phrase covers the key selling points:

– One tap & a car comes directly to you

– Your driver knows exactly where to go

– Payment is completely cashless



Apple

Absolutely simple, 

beautiful and magical 

to use



Slack 
(Work Messaging App)

Be More Productive at 

Work with Less Effort



How Do You 
Deliver Value?

• What do your customers value?

• Why do they buy from you?

• What makes you stand out?
• How are you different from the 

competition?



Value Proposition
• 3 Components of a Strong Value Proposition

• Identify a specific problem being dealt with by a specific 

audience. (Customer Jobs)

• Articulates how the product/service being sold solves this 

specific problem. (Pain Relievers)

• Communicate the audience-specific intangible and 

quantifiable benefits of the solution. (Gain Creators)



Capturing Your Story & 
Developing Your Message



Why Are Stories 
Important?

Stories use a “sense-making mechanism”. 

The plot is almost always laid out in 

chronological order and is easy for the 

viewer/reader to follow.



Brain & Stories
• Survival is Primary role of the brain
• Constantly scanning the environment for 

information; solve problems, seek 
inspiration, acceptance, affection etc

• Great stories pursue an endeavour to 
achieve one or more, of these traits.

• Brain tunes out if they don’t.

• Best product that’s always successful is the 
company with the clearest branding and 
the best story.



Emotion Sells  
Logic Rationalises

• Buying is both Logical and Emotional

• Selling needs to hit both rational and 
emotional needs

• Emotion sells

• Logic rationalises



StoryBrand
Tried and tested process to take 
your strategy, detailed knowledge 
of your customers and put your 
message into a format that is 
friendly to the human brain.

Through stories achieve better 
engagement with your customers



Your Brand Story
• Customer is the lead character

• Problem is the pain points solved by your 

product / service

• You as the supplier are the expert  guide

• You agree a clear plan (quotation, 

project plan etc)

• Have clear calls to action

• Demonstrate what success and failure 

look like if they don’t proceed



StoryBrand 7 Step Process

StoryBrand by Donald Miller





Template
Now write your brand’s story:
• Write down your customer’s buyer persona
• What do they want to achieve?
• What’s stopping them?
• What do they say their problem is?
• Why their problem is an issue? 
• How does the problem make them feel?
• How are you qualified to help? 
• What is your plan to help? 
• What is their next step? 
• Recap transformation from failure to success



One Liner / 
Elevator Pitch

• Hero

• Problem

• Plan

• Success

We help [HERO] who needs a solution to 
[PROBLEM] by [PLAN] to enable them to 

achieve [SUCCESS]



Vision2Success One Liner
We help growth focused entrepreneurs who need to generate 

more sales by using proven processes to develop costed 

market strategies to enable them to successfully grow their 

companies.



Actions
• Buy the book – it’s a quick read & full of 

useful advice
• Complete the StoryBrand for your 

business
• Develop a one-liner and communicate
• Introduce into your marketing copy
• Review your landing pages and 

advertising copy



The Customer Journey



Marketing Funnel
Know

Like 

Trust

Buy 



Visitor Behaviour
Top of Funnel (TOFU)
What do I need?
75% of visitors

Middle of Funnel (TOFU)
Can you solve my problem?
20% of visitors

Bottom of Funnel (TOFU)
Why should I buy from you?
3% of visitors



Digital Marketing Resources
Social Media | Blogs | 
Video | Webinars

Webinars | Social | Downloads 
Conversations| Discount Codes

Webchat | Phone Call | Zoom In-
Person Meeting | Online Course

Enquiries | Quotations | Orders
Social Proof | Referrals



Overall Process



Customer Journey in Reality



Marketing Rule of 7
The Marketing Rule of 7 states that a prospect needs to “hear” the advertiser's 
message at least 7 times before they'll take action to buy that product or service. 

• Social Media - See your posts in their news feed

• Website - Click on a link in one of your posts on social media

• Website - See your content in Google when searching for a solution

• Advertising - Respond to a banner Ad or promotion

• Landing Pages - You collect their email and send them regular news

• Direct Approach - You approach them directly on LinkedIn or Instagram

• Facebook/LinkedIn Groups - Helping others with your expertise



Marketing Templates for 
Different Business Models



Ecommerce



Support Services
Heating

Electrical
Security 

Cleaning etc
B2B & B2C



SaaS – Software 
as a Service
(Low value)



Actions
Use flow charting such as Creately.com

or similar to create a flow chart of your 

marketing resources. Ensure you capture 

every element and any dependencies.



Course Completion



Thank You
• Thank you for taking the time to do this course we hope you 

found it useful.

• We have a full course on how to develop a marketing strategy 
and costed implementation plan which goes into a lot more 
detail. Go to vision2success.co for more information.

• Email growth@kub-uk.com if you would like any help with 
developing your marketing.

• We are grateful for your feedback on the course on how it can 
be improved. Again, email growth@kub-uk.com with your 
thoughts.

https://vision2success.co/
mailto:growth@kub-uk.com
mailto:growth@kub-uk.com

